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Vision
Exemplary care inspired by innovation
and exceptional performance.

Strategic Priorities

West Park will:

Mission

Values

We enhance lives, inspire hope
and encourage independence
through caring relationships,
leading practices, specialized
services and partnership.

Excellence
Respect
Trust
Collaboration
Accountability

•	Lead

in caring for patients
with the greatest needs

•	Create

an integrated health
campus of the future

•	Enhance

our financial
capacity to thrive

Located on a picturesque piece of land on the banks of the Humber
River in West Toronto, West Park Healthcare Centre has been
helping patients live the fullest lives possible since 1904.
Founded as a sanitarium for tuberculosis
patients, West Park has expanded on its
role as a leader in tuberculosis care to
develop services for other respiratory
illnesses and complex conditions. West
Park provides specialized rehabilitation,
complex continuing and long-term care
services, helping individuals manage
difficult health challenges like lung

disease, diabetes, stroke, amputation
and musculoskeletal issues arising from
a life-changing event or illness.
Through the many talents of our
professional staff, dedication to best
practices and research, and an unwavering
commitment to quality care and patient
safety, West Park gets patients on the road
to recovery and an improved quality of life.

Fast Facts (2013-2014)
Healthcare Centre Beds (Total)............................................................ 470
Rehabilitation and Community Living Beds................................. 130
Complex Continuing Care Beds.................................................... 140
Long-Term Care Centre Beds........................................................ 200
2013-14 Inpatient admissions (Total)................................................ 1,428
2013-14 Ambulatory Visits (Total)................................................... 57,884
Community Service Visits.......................................................... 2,565
Clinic Visits............................................................................. 12,103
Outpatient Visits..................................................................... 25,043
Other (including Rehab Plus private visits)............................ 18,173
Active Physicians.................................................................................... 17
Employees............................................................................................. 885
Volunteers............................................................................................. 225
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A joint message from the Centre Board Chair and President & CEO

Unwavering dedication
moves care forward
One year ago we established a path for the future with a new
strategic plan for West Park. Like a compass to travellers, the plan
set our direction, keeping us focussed on the destination created
by our vision for the future.

(l-r) Chris Henley
Chair, Board of Directors
Anne-Marie Malek
President and CEO
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Ensuring the plan continues as a living
document, we routinely measure ourselves
against it, check our progress and remind
each other of the expected outcomes.
With the talent, dedication and
commitment of West Park’s staff, physicians
and volunteers, we have advanced all three
of our strategic priorities over the past year:

• to lead in caring for patients with the
greatest need;
• to create an integrated health campus
of the future; and
• to enhance our financial capacity
to thrive.

Over the past year we have focused
on the strategic development of geriatric
and acquired brain injury (ABI) services and
our role within Health Links which speak
to the first priority. Through a careful
examination of community need and an
inclusive stakeholder engagement process,
we have established a direction for geriatric
and acquired brain injury services that will
meet growing demand into the future.
We have actively engaged in the
implementation of several Health Links.
The Links bring community and health
service providers together to provide
primary care and community-based services
to individuals with complex health needs
living independently in the community.
While still in the early implementation phase,
West Park has been an active participant,
contributing to the discussions that will
shape the implementation.
We pride ourselves on the role we
play within the healthcare system – acting
as a bridge and buffer to acute care. We
provide rehabilitative care to individuals
following an acute care hospital admission,
enabling them to safely return home.
We act as a buffer by providing care and
services that enable people to remain
in the community and avoid acute
care admissions.

Exciting progress has been made on
West Park’s second strategic priority, its
campus re-development plan, to create an
integrated health campus of care. Preparing
for the next stage of our planning for the
new hospital, we undertook what’s referred
to as pre-functional programming. We have
been examining what we do, what we do
best, where we can enhance our services
and what it would take to realize those
enhancements. In the process we identified
benchmark facilities from which we may
adopt evidence-based design features.We
have given careful thought to all aspects
of our vision for West Park’s future and
how to translate those into the design
and development of the new hospital.
The Centre’s Board has also undertaken
a process to identify and evaluate development opportunities for our ancillary lands.
This aspect of our development is a core
component of the overall vision for the
campus. The development of the ancillary
lands is key to extending the continuum
of care on the campus and generating a
revenue stream in support of the hospital
development.
We have also successfully achieved
our third strategic priority – enhancing our
financial capacity to thrive. For the twelfth
consecutive year, West Park ended the

fiscal year in a surplus position. While this
has become increasingly challenging with
each passing year the Centre continues
to effectively manage its resources and
demonstrate solid financial stewardship.
To achieve this position we have had to
balance competing pressures and make
decisions on investments in clinical care
within the resources that are available
to us. As we look ahead, we will be
challenged to continue to do so.
Once again this year we’ve been
celebrated and recognized outside our
own doors. West Park earned a Green
Hospital Scorecard designation of Silver
from the Ontario Hospital Association.
The scorecard measures performance on
energy, waste, water, pollution prevention,
corporate leadership, planning and
management. Silver was the highest

level awarded. It continues to speak to
the commitment of the Centre to good
stewardship of its resources and, in particular,
to greening health care.
Perhaps the most significant measure
of our success comes through the hospital
accreditation process. Following an
extensive self-assessment process on our
part, Accreditation Canada conducted
a site survey in the fall. The outcome was
“Accreditation with Exemplary Standing” –
the highest recognition possible. We remain
committed to the process of accreditation
because it enables us to assess our organization
against a set of national standards and to
continue our quality improvement journey.
We sincerely appreciate the contributions
of all the staff, physicians and volunteers at
West Park who exemplify our values and
dedicate themselves to that journey.

Chris Henley
Chair, Board of Directors

Anne-Marie Malek
President and CEO
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A joint message from the Chief of Staff and Chief Nursing Executive

Setting the bar higher
It has been a year of impressive achievements resulting from
consistently high levels of performance on all fronts.

(l-r) Dr. Nora Cullen
Chief of Staff
Barbara Bell
Chief Nursing Executive
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As Anne-Marie Malek mentions in her
message, we received our latest hospital
accreditation with exemplary standing.
It took many months and many hands
to prepare the documents and evidence
required to meet Accreditation Canada’s
standards. Exemplary standing indicates
that we have attained the highest level
of performance and quality by achieving
the majority of required elements in
the program.
We meet those national benchmarks
because of the standards we set for ourselves.
The Quality Improvement Plan (QIP)
measures the hospital against its own
targets. In the third QIP, completed this year,

our achievements went beyond expectations.
West Park met all of its performance markers
and surpassed its goals in seven categories.
Our hand hygiene compliance is now at
92 per cent, our C. difficile infection rates
have dropped to an impressive .07 per
thousand patient days and our physicians
are now preparing discharge summaries on
a much shorter turn 74 per cent of the time.
Improving that transfer from hospital to
community, West Park was part of a pilot
project to consider what an ideal discharge
summary might look like. It’s often difficult
for a patient, particularly when they’ve
been seriously ill or injured, to remember
all of the treatment they have received

and the full nature of their ailment. The
summaries provide information on a patient’s
illness, treatment, medications and progress
while in hospital and are used by family
physicians or others to continue monitoring
care. The ultimate goal is to have a print-out
ready for patients as they pack up to leave
West Park with instructions to follow up
with their family doctors.
West Park completed a new research
study over the past year exploring the use
of PhotoVoice in practice development.
PhotoVoice uses photography as a tool for
empowerment, helping communities or
individuals to tell their own stories. Among
the outcomes was a series of photographs
taken by or for West Park patients that
show what they see while in care, and
what it means to them. One patient
photographed a dresser-top mirror,
indicating how appreciative she is of the
help she receives applying moisturizer.
“When I get compliments on my skin, it
makes me feel good about myself,” she
says. Another snapped an image of an
elevator symbolizing life’s ups and downs.
The photos have been on display in several
galleries and are posted electronically.
The study is part of the cross-cutting
theme of person-centred care in West Park’s

research program and speaks to the hospital’s
work in practice development.
Practice development has been a big
focus this year as West Park prepares to
host the international Enhancing Practice
2014 conference. Under the leadership of
Dr. Nadine Janes, West Park, with Ryerson
University’s Daphne Cockwell School of
Nursing, and the International Practice
Development Collaborative developed
the program, established the themes and
addressed the complex logistics required to
accommodate 200 delegates from around
the world. Rather than focus on one particular
healthcare priority, the conference will
link many of the priorities and directives
faced by today’s healthcare leaders. Practice
development, as the constant, has the potential
to help meet goals for patient and family
engagement; interprofessional collaboration
and education; healthy work environments;
evidence-informed practices; and patient safety.
Among West Park’s strengths are teaching,
learning, research and the application of
new knowledge. On the teaching side, we
were honoured to learn that West Park’s Dr.
Steven Dilkas was a recipient of a prestigious
Excellence in Clinical Teaching Award from
the Professional Association of Residents
of Ontario. He was nominated by residents

continuing their education and work at
West Park. The awards acknowledge the
essential role good clinical teachers play
in the training of physicians. Dr. Dilkas’
success speaks to the excellent quality of
academic work that is done at this facility.
Always aware of emerging needs and
how we can enhance care, West Park
implemented a supportive and palliative
care service this year. With many of our
patients making West Park their home,
sometimes over decades, we see them to
the end of life. This new interprofessional
consultative team helps ease the transition,
providing the supports and advice needed
to support living with a terminal condition
and end-of-life care.

We also added a second psychiatrist to our
respiratory service, providing consultation
to our patients receiving treatment for
tuberculosis (TB) and patients in the Chronic
Assisted Ventilatory Care (CAVC) service.
A significant number of TB patients are
challenged with addictions and mental
health issues while CAVC patients often
need support working through the losses
they are experiencing. This effort was part
of a five-year Medical Staff Organizational
Review we set in 2009. As the five years end
and we look back, it is quite gratifying to be
able to check off the list of accomplishments.
Almost everything recommended in that
review has come to fruition. Now we begin
anew, setting a course for the next five years.

Dr. Nora Cullen
Chief of Staff

Barbara Bell
Chief Nursing Executive
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Campus Development:
Building an integrated campus of care
It was a year of firsts in West Park Healthcare Centre’s journey to create an integrated campus of
care that will bring rehabilitative, complex continuing and long-term care together with primary
care and independent living opportunities on a single site.

A 25-foot Gateway sign was erected at the corner of Eglinton
and Emmett Avenues.
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An advanced new Patient Care Centre
will be at the heart of this 27-acre campus
of care, enabling us to add and improve
services to meet the healthcare needs of
an aging population.
The symbolic first stake-in-theground for the multimillion-dollar
redevelopment was unveiled in 2013
with the construction of a new 7.6
metre (25-foot) sign firmly rooted at
the north-west corner of Eglinton
and Emmett Avenues. The Gateway
Entrance Project addresses West Park’s
long-standing challenge of visibility
in the community.
Taking advantage of an extended
planning timeline as determined by the
provincial government, West Park is
the first Ontario hospital to undertake

an additional phase before developing its
Functional Program, an extensive planning
document that outlines the operational
requirements for the new and renovated
facilities. The groundwork included
examining evidence-based design related
to better patient care, applying Lean
methodology to improve efficiencies,
planning for future equipment and
technology, and conducting in-depth
interviews with benchmark facilities in
Canada and abroad. Moving forward, this
pre-planning process will allow West
Park to make decisions informed by best
practices and be organizationally ready
for the fast-paced Functional Program
stage that lies ahead.
West Park also moved forward with
a Request for Offer (RFO) to lease the

Complementary Zone, a five-acre parcel
of land intended to offer housing and
related services for seniors and persons with
disabilities. The RFO is an opportunity
for West Park to engage the market and
identify ways to extend the hospital’s
continuum of care. The revenue generated
from the Complementary Zone will also
contribute to our local share cost of the
new Patient Care Centre.
West Park closed the year with much
anticipation for an exciting year of planning
that lies ahead. We will continue to work
diligently with healthcare professionals,
the provincial government, and the local
community to bring our vision of an
integrated campus of care to life and
make a real difference to the quality
of care for every West Park patient.

A concept illustration of West Park’s
new Patient Care Centre.
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WEST PARK VALUES

excellence

respect

trust

collaboration

accountability

excellence
ex¦cel|lence n. The quality of being
outstanding or extremely good.
Excellence is what we strive for. It’s
the result of honing skills, updating
credentials, and building respect, trust
and collaboration into daily practice.

(r-l) Miranda Kutnjak, Manager, Quality, Risk & Patient Safety; Paula Robinson, Quality Specialist, Quality, Risk &
Patient Safety; and Barbara Bell, Chief Nursing Executive and Health Professions Officer, give thumbs up to
West Park’s successful 2013 accreditation.
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West Park won external confirmation of its
excellence through the latest Accreditation
Canada review. The report showed the
hospital at the top of its game with a 99 per
cent success rate in complying with the
organization’s criteria. Among the strengths
highlighted by the accreditation surveyors
are a clear focus on person-centred care,
a strong focus on both staff and patient
safety, and a commitment to measuring
quality from the patient perspective.
Success breeds success and West Park
is ensuring that continues by building
personal capacities of staff. Looking to
the future, the hospital participated in a
Leadership and Organizational Development
Consortium in 2013 to hone the skills of
established and emerging leaders. With
new technologies, greater stakeholder
expectations, fiscal restraints, and an aging
population and workforce, the need for
solid leadership is great.

Growing research
We are leaders in other ways as well.
West Park’s research continues to grow.
The hospital has added a new scientist to
focus on pulmonary rehabilitation research.
Dr. Tania Janaudis-Ferreira is targeting
her research on an overlooked area
in respiratory rehabilitation – upper
extremity training.
Research in spasticity is also advancing
through West Park’s expertise. A robust
volume of quality research is in the works
to help close the knowledge gap regarding
the effects and nature of the complex
medical issue. The main goals are to
understand better the factors that affect
spasticity, the effects of spasticity on
balance, and how to improve the means
of injecting Botulinum toxin through
best practices.

Patient experience
A more immediate measure of excellence
from a patient’s experience often comes
from a rating of hospital food. West Park
has launched several initiatives to improve
that experience. Food Services is working

Dr. Tania Janaudis-Ferreira (r) and
Research Co-ordinator Julia Romano
are helping to improve respiratory
rehabilitation through research.

to make more items in-house, using more
fresh ingredients. The service has also
implemented a method for rehabilitation
patients to order meals through daily visits
from staff. Volunteers are being trained on
mealtime safety, patients are being given
more time to enjoy their meals, and efforts
are underway to have small groups of
patients dine together.
All of these measures work best in an
environment that allows for access and
space to succeed. As we move forward
on the campus development project,
many staff members are seeing a once-in
-a-lifetime opportunity to contribute to
the way health care will be delivered for
the generation to come. With input from
staff, physicians and patients, the Functional
Programming process is underway. It will
give the design team a clear understanding
of the space requirements, environmental
criteria and the activities and functions
that will need to be accommodated in
the new and renovated facilities.
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WEST PARK VALUES

excellence

respect

trust

collaboration

accountability

respect
re|spect n. Due regard for the feelings,
wishes, or rights of others.
Respect is the starting point, the
listening ear, the understanding,
the recognition of differences.
Three new initiatives launched at West Park
in the past year have clearly focussed on
respecting personal choices and wishes.

Hopes and dreams made real

West Park is always striving to improve the volunteer experience – to nurture long-lasting, fulfilling relationships
with individuals such as these members of the 25-year Club here with West Park President & CEO Anne-Marie
Malek (front row, left) and Volunteer Resources Manager Sharon Miron (second row, centre).
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Decorating a home usually starts with the
basics of paint and furniture, but what
makes it a personal space is often what
you hang on the walls. Patients from the
Enhanced Living Service enjoy their new
space but wanted to give it an identity.
In collaboration with students from
Martingrove Collegiate Institute, they
launched Rejuvenation, an art show of
student work. Many of the pieces will
stay with the service in regular rotation
with other art.
Fulfilling patient wishes took on a more
formal approach for complex continuing
care patients in the spring through the new
West Park WISH program. With donations
from West Park supporters, complex
continuing care patients were greeted

by a fairy godmother bearing sports tickets,
a spa day gift certificate, movie passes and
time in a recording studio. Some wishes
were very modest – someone to read,
transit tokens – indicating how even the
simplest things can make a difference.
Respecting final wishes was part of the
motivation in establishing a palliative care
team at West Park this year. The new service
recognizes that patients and families would
benefit from having access to care pathways
and end-of-life care practices that meet
the needs of the hospital’s unique patient
population. The team’s focus is on pain and
symptom management and concentration
on the individual and his or her choices in
the later stages of disease.

Enriching the volunteer experience
West Park’s volunteers are an important
part of the hospital’s fabric. So when they
indicated through a survey that they’d like
a stronger educational experience as they
give their time, West Park responded with
an enhanced program, raising awareness
of opportunities and expanding the nature
and type of volunteer opportunities. A new

Art from secondary school
artists has helped make the
Enhanced Living Service
spaces more home-like.

initiative is Volunteer Plus Certification
for completing learning modules in areas
such as emergency codes and procedures,
workplace safety, and infection control.
The new Volunteer Experience Recognition
Program provides a reference certificate
to volunteers that can be used by youth,
newcomers and job seekers.
The spring of 2013 reminded us of the
tremendous effort undertaken by West Park’s
best a decade ago. It’s been 10 years since
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)
hit. We remembered and honoured the
people who responded to the call from
the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care
asking for urgent help to deal with the
problem. Within six hours of receiving that
call, West Park had set up the first SARS
treatment unit. Many on the front lines
were isolated from their families for weeks.
And the hospital community mourned the
loss of nurse Tecla Lin who contracted
the syndrome.
It was a monumental undertaking that
will never be forgotten.
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WEST PARK VALUES

excellence

respect

trust

collaboration

accountability

trust
trust n. Firm belief in the reliability,
truth, or ability of someone or something.
Trust is the bedrock, the expectation,
the confidence of knowing that
we’ve got your back.

(l-r) Speech Language Pathologists Sandra Leung, Candice Boyd and Sarah Wesseling were presented Patient
Safety Awards for identifying patient eating and swallowing issues.
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Patient care at West Park goes far beyond
the purely medical. Double checking
medications, ensuring good hand hygiene
and physical safety through exercises are
expected protocols that build trust within
the community. But that safety component
is everyone’s responsibility. Just as we, as
consumers, trust that the meal we enjoy
in a restaurant has been prepared with
ingredients that have passed all inspections
from farm to table, and that the chefs and
servers are using the correct cooling and
heating processes to avoid contamination
and spoiling, so must patients at West Park
be able to trust hospital support at all
stages of their care.
West Park’s Patient Safety Award is
presented twice a year to an employee,
physician, volunteer or patient who takes
action to improve the safety of patients
in our care.
The Recreation Therapy team was
lauded in October with an award for

identifying an area in need of improvement.
They recognized areas of opportunity in
the way they offer refreshments to patients
during recreation events. When patients
move to what may seem like “off hours”
activities, they still put their trust in our
expert staff.
One challenge was to balance safety
with the rights and preferences of patients
with respect to their quality of living at
the Centre.
Using practice development methodology,
the team gathered feedback about the
strengths and gaps in processes in recreation
programming involving food and beverages.
They began a collaborative and
interprofessional approach with staff
and patients to develop and evaluate a
multi-focal action plan, which included
immediate short-term solutions to enhance
the safety of much-loved events like the
strawberry social and summer BBQs.
They also planned for long-term
solutions to recreation therapy events into
the future, including the development of a
training program to support volunteers to
provide nourishment safely and confidently.

West Park’s Recreation Therapy
team also received Patient Safety
awards for improving the way they
give food and beverages to patients
during recreation events.

The inpatient Speech Language
Pathology (SLP) team was recognized
with West Park’s Safety Award in May for
identifying issues and solutions concerning
eating and swallowing.
When a patient has difficulty chewing
and swallowing, safe selection of meals is
critical. The SLP team is providing staff and
patients with expert direction on safe food
types and textures, and strategies about
proper positioning and assistance while
eating. Following their guidance reduces
risks of choking or aspiration leading
to pneumonia.
One West Park patient illustrated how
important that guidance is through the
image she selected for the PhotoVoice
project (see Chief of Staff and Chief
Nursing Executive message on page 3).
Her photo was of two spoons, one full,
the other half full. She explains, “When I
am served smaller portions, it makes me
feel safer and is easier to move around
in your mouth and to swallow. It is more
enjoyable when I have enough time to
taste my food.”
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WEST PARK VALUES

excellence

respect

trust

collaboration

accountability

collaboration
col|lab¦or|ation n. The action of working
with someone to produce something.
Collaboration is our work together,
putting a joint goal ahead of the
personal. It’s how we get the best
ideas to move care forward.
Optimizing use of antimicrobials

West Park’s proposed Campus of Care includes a new Patient Care Centre.

The Antimicrobial Stewardship Program
(ASP) is a perfect example of that. Increased
use and misuse of antimicrobials to treat
infections has resulted in increased rates of
resistance among many bacteria. As a result,
infections caused by these resistant bacteria
are more difficult to treat. West Park’s ASP
committee includes representatives from
Pharmacy, Infection Prevention and Control
and nursing. The committee is developing
guidelines for use; providing ongoing
education for physicians, nursing, clinical
pharmacists, patients and families; and an
audit and feedback.

The healing effects of architecture
West Park collaborates outside its walls as
well. In a joint project with Bridgepoint
Active Health, researchers are looking into
the impact of architectural design on health
13 West Park Healthcare Centre Annual Report 2013-2014

outcomes in a rehabilitation and complex
continuing care setting. They are comparing
the patient and employee experiences in
older hospitals to experiences in new
hospitals. Bridgepoint and West Park are
ideal settings for the study, given the timing
of both hospitals’ redevelopment plans.
Bridgepoint’s new building opened last
year. The study will help West Park and
other organizations in the planning of
new healthcare facilities.

Help quitting smoking
In some cases, collaboration is the only
way to succeed. When it comes to quitting
smoking, the chance of success increases
by receiving support from a trained health
care counsellor. West Park and its partners
are stepping up on this front, offering
services to patients, clients and staff.
The Centre launched the Ottawa
Model for Smoking Cessation program,
an evidence-based, practical approach
using psychological and pharmacological
tools. Outpatients will be referred to the
Smoker’s Health Line and programs/groups.

West Park Family Health Team (FHT)
patients and West Park staff and physicians
may access the FHT smoking cessation
program, where trained healthcare
professionals provide counselling and
Nicotine Replacement Treatments as part
of the STOP study in partnership with
CAMH. The program is co-ordinated
through Pharmasave, which also provides
one-on-one smoking cessation counselling
and medications.

Living through the arts
A new collaboration with the Royal
Conservatory of Music is giving West
Park patients more access to arts therapy.
The conservatory’s Arts Rehab Project
complements art-related therapy already
provided at West Park. Using music,
dance, movement, visual arts, drama,
writing, photography and storytelling,
the program helps empower patients.
It has the potential to improve patient
recovery levels through a resulting
higher level of optimism and more
positive outlooks.

The Antimicrobial Stewardship
Program Committee includes
representatives from different
areas at West Park including
(l-r) clinical pharmacist Anne
Cheung, attending physician
infectious diseases Dr. Howard
Song and pharmacy manager
Gulzar Karmali.
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WEST PARK VALUES

excellence

respect

trust

collaboration

accountability

accountability
ac¦count|abil¦ity n. The fact or condition
of being accountable; responsibility.
Accountability is the measure, the
look back. Did we honour your trust
and work respectfully together with
excellence as the benchmark?
West Park implemented its refreshed
strategic plan in 2013 with new priorities:
to lead in caring for patients with the
greatest needs; to create an integrated
health campus of the future; and to
enhance our financial capacity to thrive.
West Park also met all of the indicators
and targets set out its Hospital Service
Accountability Agreement with the
Toronto Central LHIN.

New Models of Care

West Park Centre tested its emergency readiness in June 2013 with a mock evacuation.
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The hospital also successfully implemented
four New Models of Care, making West Park
more patient-focused, results driven, integrated
and sustainable. We achieved the overarching
objectives of the projects in establishing the
Enhanced Living Service for Chronic Assisted
Ventilatory Care patients, increasing therapy
intensity of Neuro Rehabilitation services,
focusing inpatient Musculoskeletal Rehab
services on complex patients, and aligning
Complex Continuing Care streams with
current health-system needs.

Our accountability is measured in the
smaller brushstrokes as well. Organization
of our clean supply rooms had been enhanced
a few years ago with a just-in-time bin system.
Now, in a pilot project, a visual management
system, organizing items using strong visual
cues, has been added to colour code and title
functional groups of stock items. It’s expected
to help nurses find what they need even faster.
West Park is also introducing a new Time
and Attendance system. The new electronic
sign-in system uses touch technology and
will notify managers of any potential conflicts
between scheduled and worked time,
minimizing payroll errors. The system also
enables managers, in emergencies, to see
who is on-site.
The hospital tested its emergency readiness
in a mock evacuation last spring. The drill
provides a learning experience to improve
patient and staff safety.
On an individual basis, we are called
to measure as well. In an effort to combat
influenza, West Park has worked to increase
the vaccination rates at the hospital. In the
most recent results submitted to Toronto
Public Health in December, West Park had
vaccinated 67.5 per cent of staff, up from
60 per cent from the previous year.
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A Joint Message from the Foundation Board Chair and Interim CEO

Setting
transformational goals
The West Park Healthcare Centre Campus Redevelopment that

(l-r) Mike LeClair
Foundation Interim CEO

we have embarked on and its goal to raise $100M through the

P. Anthony Ennis
Foundation Board Chair

Foundation’s I CAN Capital Campaign, continues to be the
largest fundraising effort in adult rehabilitation in Ontario.

This exciting endeavor will create an
integrated healthcare campus of the future
with a state-of-the-art new Patient Care
Centre at its heart.
Moving forward with our transformational
goals, the Foundation and its Board of
Directors is committed to continually share
with you, our donors, our staff, and those
interested in our success, an update on the
Foundation’s accomplishments from the
previous year in order for you to follow
our progress.
The installation of the Gateway Entrance
sign in June 2013 was the first visible major
accomplishment of our Campaign. The
sign stands tall at the corner of Eglinton
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Ave. and Emmett Ave., and marks the entrance
of the “Road to Recovery” leading to the
Centre. Martin Donnelly, Partner, Direct
Energy; and David Weishuhn, President,
Blue Flame Heating & Air Conditioning,
were instrumental in helping fund and
complete the sign. We also received
substantial help from our local West Park
community, from civic leaders to city staff,
from residents to patients.
As the redevelopment progresses, the
Gateway Entrance marks a more accessible
and convenient point for people entering
the grounds of the beautiful 27-acre campus
and most importantly, symbolizes the
ongoing work and effort still required

to complete our goals. Traffic lights at this
corner have also been installed, making for
a smoother drive in and out of West Park.
Our signature gala event, Panache, has
raised over $2M in the past two years with
proceeds going to support the Foundation’s
Capital Campaign. Last year’s unique event,
Chaired by Robert Deluce, President &
CEO at Porter Airlines, took place at several
up-scale venues on Friday night, and featured

Mike LeClair
Interim CEO

five-star dinners and inspirational guests
such as Lt. Gov. David C. Onley; Olympic
Hockey Gold Medalist Jennifer Botterill;
Canadian musician Liona Boyd; Canadian
photographer Tom Sandler; and Design
Build Contractor Ramsin Khachi; to
name a few. As has become the custom
of Panache, we also held a live auction,
luncheon and fabulous entertainment
on the Saturday following the dinner.

P. Anthony Ennis
Foundation Board Chair

Donor Impact

Historically, generous gifts have allowed West Park to purchase new equipment, produce
incredible research studies, and help patients live their lives more independently. We
want to tell you about how some of your donation dollars have contributed to West Park
in the last year and how they impact our patients.

Professional Practice in Action – A PhotoVoice Gallery Exhibit hosted by patients from Complex Continuing
Care in 2013. The study, Revealing and Acting on Patient Care Experiences: Exploring the Use of PhotoVoice
in Practice Development Work through Case Study Methodology, was made possible through the TD Nursing
Practice Development Fund.

TD Nursing Practice Development Fund
Over the past five years, TD Financial Group has provided a generous $250,000
grant towards nursing research and education that is designated to promote
advancement in patient care at West Park with a built-in transfer of learning to
the national and international levels.
As part of the program, West Park will be hosting the Enhancing Practice
2014 International Conference in September – it is the first time this prestigious
conference is being hosted in Canada and features speakers from around the
world including Australia, South Africa and the UK, marking West Park as a
global leader in Practice Development.

(l-r) Ashleigh Manzon, Executive Director, Foundation with Tecla Lin Award Recipients Jasmin Khan and
Mary Simone, and Barbara Bell, Chief Nursing Executive.

Tecla Lin Education Endowment Fund
Awarded in honour of Tecla Lin, a West Park nurse who succumbed to SARS
in 2003, this bursary is given annually during National Nursing Week to nurses
who share the commitment to continuing education and excellent care that
Tecla Lin exhibited every working day.
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A physiotherapist helps a patient using the brand new state-of-the-art bariatric treatment table,
donated by the Bruce Beauchamp Memorial Fund, in the MSK Unit at West Park.

West Park staff granting wishes of patients, made possible by West Park staff, volunteers and donors
through West Park’s WISH Program.

State-of-the-Art Equipment

WISH Program Inspires Hopes and Dreams of CCC Patients

Over many years, the Bruce Beauchamp Memorial Fund has contributed to
purchasing much-needed equipment for West Park.
Terry Beauchamp, Julie Slater, and Kathy Frizzell established the Bruce
Beauchamp Memorial Fund to honour their late brother, Bruce who passed
away at the young age of 31 in 1988.
All three siblings have been patients at West Park in the Musculoskeletal
Rehabilitation Unit. These grateful patients recognize the immense need for
the care that West Park provides, while also praising the care they received
at the Centre.
Most recently the Fund purchased a state-of-the-art bariatric treatment table.
This custom made piece of equipment is able to go as low as 14" off the ground
and has electric foot controls, allowing for a safer environment for both patients
and their support staff.

In February 2014, a new program was launched at West Park – a wish granting
program for patients in Complex Continuing Care. Twenty-one wishes were
made and 21 wishes came true.
Wishes included Toronto Maple Leaf game tickets, recording songs in a
music studio, spa days, and sports apparel.
Centre and Foundation staff, volunteers and donors also demonstrated the
philanthropic spirit of West Park by giving their time, money and resources to
make wishes come true.
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P. Anthony Ennis*
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John Franklin
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At West Park, we imagine a world where our patients achieve their highest
potential. A world where many small miracles take place within our unique
park-like setting of rehabilitative care.
We imagine better ways to deliver the best patient outcomes. Never satisfied
by the status quo, we’re driven to find new and better ways to restore patients’
lives. From our culture of collaborative care, our commitment to financial
stewardship and an enterprising environment that fosters new ideas and
innovation, West Park is defining Ontario’s new healthcare continuum.

82 Buttonwood Avenue, Toronto, ON M6M 2J5
416-243-3600 • feedback@westpark.org

westpark.org

